Previous ink characterization results published in the paper are corrected by new characterization measurements from Co ink consisting of the same Co nanoparticles bound together with poly(methyl methacrylate). New measurement result is reported as vol% whereas previous result was reported as wt.%. Correlation 50 vol% = ∼90 wt.%.
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Previous ink characterization results published in the paper are corrected by new characterization measurements from Co ink consisting of the same Co nanoparticles bound together with poly(methyl methacrylate). New measurement result is reported as vol% whereas previous result was reported as wt.%. Correlation 50 vol% = ∼90 wt.%. 2) In page 437, "The FMR frequency can be observed between 3 and 3.5 GHz" should be replaced with "The FMR frequency can be observed between 3.5 and 5 GHz". 3) In page 437, "Measured permeability value "µ r was 81 and loss tangent tan was 0.62 at 2.4 GHz frequency" needs to be replaced with "Measured permeability value µ r was 3.2 and loss tangent tan was 0.035 at 2.4 GHz frequency". Vol. 58, No. 11, 2960 -2967 , Nov. 2010 
